
Java Software Engineer (m/f/d)

Conception and design of the paper
Illustration of different reference models for an efficient implementation of new IT systems in collaboration with our experts
General research work to back up the thesis 
Preparation of the publication 

The automotive industry is changing and has a profound impact on Automotive Finance, with regards to its products, services and mobility as a
whole. Changing customer expectations and new technologies pose major challenges for traditional Automotive Finance providers.
Furthermore, market requirements such as digital transformation, cost pressure and regulatory requirements have increased the pressure on
the implementation of new IT systems in Automotive Finance companies. 
An efficient implementation of new IT systems requires an optimal balance between all of these requirements on a regional, as well as global
level.

Our objective is to present our hypothesis on establishing an efficient international rollout framework, leveraging expertise and unlocking
growth potential across borders.

This is where you come in - As a team, you will support us in the conception and creation of a paper for the publication of hypothesis. In doing
so, you will carry out the following tasks:

You are a team of 2 to 3 students in your Bachelors or Master studies
You can work out and formulate complex issues clearly and present your findings briefly and concisely to your counterpart
You have an open personality, excellent communication skills and fluent in English and German 
You are pragmatic, motivated and passionate
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Overview of your Tasks

Your Profile

What we offer

Project Study -
White Paper on the Efficient rollout of an

internaiontal IT framework

You work closely together with experts from Sofico’s regional local offices entities 
Get first-hand experience to understand Automotive / Mobility Finance Business and how a world’s leading software supplier implements
new systems
You work independently and flexibly on your project and thus make an active contribution to the success of the project
First-hand insight and networking for your future career

Want to know more
about Sofico?

About Sofico
Sofico is the world’s leading supplier of mission-critical software solutions for automotive finance, leasing, fleet, and mobility management
companies, and its software is used by a broad range of renowned leasing companies all over the world. 
Sofico was founded in 1988 in Ghent, Belgium, and has over 35 years of experience and business expertise in the industry. It is semi-privately
owned, independent and currently employs 380 people in 8 offices worldwide. The company has installed its systems in 27 countries
worldwide.

Ready to apply?
The project study is scheduled to start full-time in March/April 2024 for a period of 3 months

Please direct your team’s application (including a joint cover letter, CVs, and other relevant documents) to Michele Rossouw, HR Officer  at
Sofico: michele.rossouw@sofico.be

https://careers.sofico.global/en/

